BACCHANAL
on the Beach

Art Basel Miami Beach just keeps getting bigger. In its orgiastic, collab-and-cocktail-fueled current state, getting the lay of the land isn’t easy. Which is where we come in. Whether your predilections lean toward shopping, sunning, screenings, or sculpture (yes, there is some actual art at this fair), here’s our Basel dozen.

-- Kristin Anderson

HIGH AND DRY

The public art nonprofit Art Production Fund unveils its eighth year of artist-designed towels in Miami. Boldfaced alums of the project have included Jasper Johns and Tracey Emin, and this year’s additions of Yayoi Kusama and Ryan McGinley aren’t exactly shabby. Whether you’re eyeing her signature dizzying dots or one of the lithe figures he’s known for, shop them both at The Standard Spa and online at www.artproductionfund.org. Past APF public-art commissions have included pieces by the likes of Tony Smith and Yoko Ono, so the giant towel’s $95 price tag will go a long way to upping your art-patron cred.